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mothers used to talk to them;" and surely there are a
thousand homely old proverbs, which many a dainty
modern would think it beneath his dignity to quote either
in speech or writing, any one of which condenses more
wit (take that word in any of its senses) than could be
extracted from all that was ever said or written by the
doctrinaires of the Edinburgh school. Many of those
gentlemen held Scott's conversation to be commonplace
exactly for the same reason that a child thinks a perfectly
limpid stream, though perhaps deep enough to drown it
three times over, must needs be shallow. But it will
be easily believed that the best and highest of their own
idols had better means and skill of measurement: I can
never forget the pregnant expression of one of the ablest
of that school and party — Lord Cockburn — who, when
some glib youth chanced to echo in his hearing the con-
solatory tenet of local mediocrity, answered quietly: "I
have the misfortune to think differently from you — in
my humble opinion, Walter Scott's sense is a still more
wonderful thing than his genius."
Indeed I have no sort of doubt that, long before 1818,
full justice was done to Scott, even in these minor things,
by all those of his Edinburgh acquaintance, whether
Whig or Tory, on whose personal opinion he could have
been supposed to set much value. With few exceptions,
the really able lawyers of his own or nearly similar stand-
ing had ere that time attained stations of judicial dig-
nity, or were in the springtide of practice; and in either
case they were likely to consider general society much in
his own fashion, as the joyous relaxation of life, rather
than the theatre of exertion and display. Their tables
were elegantly, some of them sumptuously spread; and
they lived in a pretty constant interchange of entertain-
ments upon a large scale, in every circumstance of which,
conversation included, it was their ambition to imitate
those voluptuous metropolitan circles, wherein most of
them had from time to time mingled, and several of them

